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1. A monetary policy target such as ________ is aimed at achieving price stability.

     	      discount target

     	      interest target

     	--->> inflation target

     	      money target

2. The choice of the different __________ anchor is central to the form of monetary 
policy strategy.

     	--->> nominal

     	      real

     	      constant

     	      all of the options

3. If firms increase their borrowing from banks to raise more cash, the rate of interest 
will _________.

     	      slowly decline

     	      remain unchanged

     	      fall

     	--->> rise

4. The strategy through which a policy action achieve desired targets in the real 
economy is call ___________ mechanism.

     	      transition

     	      evolution

     	      pass-through

     	--->> transmission

5. The Monetarist give less regard to interest rate as indicator of monetary policy 
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because it is not under absolute control of the _________.

     	--->> Central Bank

     	      industries

     	      firms

     	      government

6. Usually, monetary authorities adopt specific growth targets and ________ rule.

     	--->> TaylorÃ¢â‚¬Ëœs

     	      Banker's

     	      Friedman's

     	      Ricardo's

7. In Nigeria, SAP stands for Structural __________ Programme.

     	      Arbitration

     	      Adjournment

     	      Automated

     	--->> Adjustment

8. The target of monetary policy is accounted for through the effect of growth, 
employment and __________.

     	      inflation

     	--->> prices

     	      money

     	      inerest

9. According to Keynes, increase in money supply reduces the interest rate provided 
the demand for money does not become perfectly _________.

     	      perfect

     	      inelastic

     	--->> elastic
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     	      unitary

10. Intermediate target variables include the money supply aggregate (M1 and M2), the 
short term interest rate and the ___________.

     	      discount rate

     	--->> exchange rate

     	      price level

     	      money aggregate
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